
"Thank you!"
"Your support will help us to return home to our family"

(Top picture is of the most recent rescue in action)

Help Us with this Incredible Opportunity to
Rescue and Return Children Who Have Been



Trafficked!
NGN has joined once again with One Day's Wages on a desperately needed
fundraiser, and they are matching every dollar we receive with an additional

dollar. ODW invests in grassroots projects like the ones that NGN runs. They
have so far given out over $7,300,985 spread over 220 projects and impacted

over one million people! After extensive vetting, they have chosen NGN to
partner with on a fundraising opportunity for this vital project.

If we raise up to $20,000 they will match up to $20,000!
Imagine the support that this will give to NGN to bring even more

children back to their families!
ODW is partnering with Next Generation Nepal (NGN) to rescue and
reintegrate children who have been trafficked to illegal and abusive

orphanages. Rescued children will reside temporarily in NGN’s transit home
while the staff search and locate their families, which can sometimes take

months. All rescued children receive emergency care, general health care for
current conditions, trauma therapy, and education until they can be sustainably

reunified with their families. Repatriation and reintegration with their families
will only take place when it has been determined by NGN’s Reintegration

Officers that the child will be safe and well cared for when they return home.
Children will be physically monitored monthly until NGN is able to safely hand

guardianship back over to their parents.

Join us as we rescue and return home children who have been trafficked
to illegal and abusive orphanages. ODW is matching $20,000 for a total

grant of $40,000 to rescue, heal, and return victims of orphanage
trafficking to their families and communities.

Breaking News!
We had a Christmas Day rescue of 20 special needs children! They are

currently staying in our transit home. Thirteen of them arrived with Covid.
Six of them had chickenpox. A young girl was diagnosed with Hepatitis B

and will need medication for at least 6 months! We have gotten them
healthy, and the funds we raise with ODW will help get them back to their

families.

View our Campaign Page with ODW, and
Click on the link below to Donate Now!*

Click Here to Help Rescue and Return Trafficked Children!

*ODW will only match funds that are donated directly to their
website via the above link. NGN will receive 100% of your

donation and it will be matched for every donation that is made
through the ODW Link.

As always we are grateful for your support.

Best Regards,
Anna Howe
  
www.nextgenerationnepal.org
(541) 912-5432

https://onedayswages-ngn.funraise.org/
http://www.nextgenerationnepal.org/
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